**Freight**

**Wide-Lip Gaskets with ID Marking** for M-601 Hose Assemblies

Increase gladhand performance with the ultimate connection – add low cost NYAB wide-lip gaskets with unique ID markings that ensure correct installation to all your new and existing end-of-car hose assemblies.

**Key Features**

- **More than a 40% increase in required separation force** reduces undesired hose separations.
- **Improved sealing characteristics** reduce trainline leakage.
- **Wide-lip design** helps prevent gasket misalignment.
- **Fit all AAR standard M-601 end hose assemblies regardless of manufacturer**
- **Marking ensures proper identification** of wide-lip gasket.
- **Marking helps assure proper gasket assembly** – if the ID marking is visible, the wide-lip gasket is installed incorrectly.
- **Easy to change** – the wide-lip ID gasket couples with standard AAR gaskets and gladhands, with no special tools required.
- **Fully AAR approved**

**Engineered to outperform (E,O) quality, superior service, competitive prices** – NYAB’s products deliver durability and reduce costs. For more information on product benefits, visit [www.nyab.com](http://www.nyab.com) or contact Vince Moore, Product Line Manager, at 315-786-5271.
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